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/ABSTRACT:.
A review is provided of "Literacy in the Open-Access

College," by Richardson, Fisk, and Okum, from the perspective of
community college practitioners involved in curriculum reform. First,
introductory information is presented about "Literacy in the
Open-Access College," an analysis based on a 3-year ethnographic
study of a typical college within a large, multi-campus community
college system. The study-found that the traditional role of written
language in,the intellectual formation of students has dropped away
without any equivalent form of communication being substituted in the
curriculum- The community college, according to Richardson et al, is
structured to promote "bitting" (i.e., the use of reading and writing
to understand or produce fragmented language when the student is
presented with specific external cues) as opposed to "texting" (i.e.,
the use of reading and writing to comprehend or compose connected
language). As such, the college will inevitably produce students with

.' restricted literacy skills who are socialized to conceive of
education as a series of experienCes in which they are to memorize
discrete bits of information. Other topics of the book thA are
highlighted include: (1) the relationship of the nature bf classroom
behavior to broad district-level policy decisins; .(2) the
relationship of classioom practices with the ongoing negotiations,
taking place, between faculty and students; and (3) the downward
renegotiation of norms of literat activity. Next, the paper takes
issue with the book's conclusions th respect to "bitting" or
"texting" policy alternatives, argui g that an understanding of the
trend toward "bitting" in curricula shoUld be based on an analysis of
how the culture has come to represent education to itself and how
that conception has become embedded in,society's institutions; and
suggesting methods of reconceptualizing the functions of education to
truly democratize higher education. (HB)
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Dick Richardson and his associates in theii'. Literacy in the Open-Access,

College raise a number of critical questions about community college education

.that are of particular relevance to those of us involved in curriculum re-1

form. eased on a three year ethnographic study of a typical college within
a large, multi-campus community college system, given the pseudonym "Oak-!,

wood," their analysis raises issues of thl. broadest concern-. For they demon-.

strate that community colleges have lost their way in the sense that they

are unable to articulate a clear sense of mission and then relate that vision

to organizational structure and curriculum.

Like all fine ethnographies theirAlork offers important insights by

pro-viding novel perspectives on seemj.ngly familiar settings. The "shock

of recognition" that' Richardson and his colleagues produce is achieved thr-

ough a focus on the role of literacy in the curriculum and the way in which

students are shaped and prepared for future academic and occupational car-

eers. Pointing to the traditional role of written language in the intellec-

tual formation of students, they assert that as these forms of language usage

have dropped away no new equivalent form'of
communication has been substituted

in the curriculum.

This C) t is forcefully made in their argument that if we are to offer

our students realistic hopes for a decent future in the emerging economy, if

we are to prepare them to compete effectively for professional, managerial or

technical jobs,' then they 11 have .to acqu e*the ability to critically and

expressively utilize language. Rdwevt,r, thr; fundamental conclusion of their

.Richard C. Richardson, Jr., Elizabeth C. Fisk and Morris A. Okum,Literacy in the Open-Access College (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 198)).
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analysis is that community colleges, in the most basic ways that they istruc-

ture their curriculum and administrative activities ,prohibit the cultivation

of these skills. The community college, in their vocabulary, is structured

to promote "bitting" defined as the use of reading and writing to understand

or produce fragmented language when the student is presented with specific

external cues. This they contrast with "texting" understood as the use of

reading and writing to comprehend'or compose connected language.

What is perhaps most useful for-those of us engaged in designing new

programs for students is their attempt to describe the very nature of the con-

temporary community college. For whft emerges from their study is a much

clearer sense of how the ways in which students and teachers experience the

college at the classroom level is related to what the college as an organiza-

tion is designed for.

A college structured to promote "bitting" will inevitably Produce cer-
:

tain types of students, those with restricted literacy skills and socialized

to conceive education as a series of experiences in which they are to memorize

discrete bits of informatign. Such a .college is conceived as a bureaucratic

machine dedicated to the continual rationalization of the educes ional pro-

'lizing an educational technology most powerfully signalled by the

insistence on the jargon of behavioral objectives, which break student trans-

formations into ever more discrete pieces. The power of the analysis really

resides in the implicit recommendation that.program change must be explicitly

nlated to an alteration in institutional self-characterization, especially

as it affects the norms of literate behavior which are actually embodied in

c lassrnntrl anil which reflect our highest hopes for our students.



The book is most provocative in the number of "stories" that are told in

the attempt to understand how'these norms of literate activity come'to be estab-
lished. One narrative traces the nature of classroom: behavior to broad policy

decisions at the district level, and the manner in which these policies were
translated into specific organizational goals at individual campuses. Once a
decision was made to expand enrollment, the number of underprepared students

entering the college placed great stress on the existing curriculum and services,

Attempts to reduce costs through a.greater reliance on pait-iime faculty re-.

duced control over the curriculum. This story concludes in faculty members re-

.

ducing their demands on students rather than'in requiring them to improve their

skills.

This plot line intersects with a second narrative whiFh7tmore 'fully relates

classroom practices to the ongoing neOtiations that take place between faciqtyi
and students. This story is told primarily through a focus on the relationship

between instructional styJ,es and methods and the learning strategies of students.

The rich complexity of actual bellavior is simplified through a series'of typol-*

(ties that the authors construct, but twin outline ofatVe story emerges non-

,

theless.

Students, whose tivational orientations" they characterize as largely

that of "requirement me4ters" and "specific or non-specific information users"

enroll in courses taught primarily by faculty whose pedagogical objectives are

the limited Cognitive Objectives "oeigormation dissemination. As the overage

level of acadeMIc preparedness stof the students declines, the fac-

ulty, committed to a faarticular instructional styles, that of the classroom



lecture, and the limited instructional goal of 'information transfer"' respond

by simply watering down the retwirements. They both "transfer less complex

information to thl students via lectures and demand much less literate be-

havior from, the students by replacing term papers and essays, for instance,

with check marks on multiple-choice exams. The consequences for the instit-,

ution are that the norms of literate activity are renegotiated downward,

ultimately altering the entire intellectual climate of the school.

In startling contrast to the prejudices of the traditional academic
A

faculty, we find the most praised, and indeed the most amiable characters in

the story to be found in the basic language skills courses and the vocational

labs, These seemingly quite dissimilar segments of the curriculum turn out

to be alike in an important way. In both cases the norms of literate activity

have been renegotiated as students and teachers are brought closer together

n an'attempt to achieve identifiable and generally shared goals. Since both

faculty and students are generally committed to the same ends there is added/
. .

motivation to demandbre of each other and to find ways to teach and learn

effectively.

Set againgt the larger narrative of the construction of a bureaucratic

machine designed to break learning down into "bite size" components that are

easily memorized and repeated, the close contact and shared activity of stu-n

dents and teachers in the basic,iskills and vocational lab courses become's

quite aplealing. They also raise the broader question of how classroom norms

an be renegotiated throughout the entire institution.



When they turn to the question of institutional change, though, Richard-
.

son and his colleagues pose the policy alternatives in relatively stark terms

as illustrated in the,table taken from their book, As one can see, the cm-
,

mitment to either "bitting" or trtexting" leads to quite different institutions.
7

We find the formulation valuable for sharpening debate, but take exception

with it on several, ports.

One is- that although their major conce,rn is with the norms of literate

behavior that are institutionalized in classroom practices, the instrument
;

for influencinesuch norms are exclusively administrative policies and proced-

ures. This is a somewhat curious tonclusion,.but it.can be better understood

'when it is related to their analysis pf the community college.'
While there are several different stories of "Oakwood'sT' transformation,

the major narrative is an institutional and administrative one. The admin-.

0
istrative priority that the new chancellor placed on access and,growth was

quickly translated into institu.tional policies which greatly expanded the num-

ber of nontraditional students. However, this policy shift occurred without

a' concomitant attempt to 'altier-The curriculum or redefine program standards

or the types-of support services most needed by those students. Since they
1

view the decline in literacy as result g from administrative decisions the

suggestedlpolidy alternatives are fratediftsimilar terms. But the Oestiort

still remains as to whet er the educational practices embedded in theeaverage

cies; can be so cleafly tr c to specific'institutional policies. Or, put,

another way, are policies and p ocedures, as important as they are, the only

way. administrators.and faculty can communicate about educational goals?

-7



A second, end related, concern-is the restrictive nature of the texting"

alternative. As an examination of the table shows, "texting" is primarily

achieved through a more selective admiesions and program eligibility policy.

Although Richardson and his group are quite sensitive to the role of access in

the community college mission, they suggest the need to shift toward retriirtion

in a time of shrinkirk public resources.

This stark formulation of the-policy alternatives must also be related to

the details of their analysis. As their historical sketch of the college and

district shows, the chancellor's new priorities never gained the commitment of

the faculty. While the senior administration promoted ,Innevation and the at-
.

traction Of new clientele, the faculty retained their primary commitment to

traditional students and traditi9nal methods. This lack of agreement both un-

derminedeadministrative authority and eroded faculty thorale while styming

attempts to develop effective working relationships.

The polity alternatives associated with "bitting" and "texting" can be

tbeen as shaped in part by the varying perspectives of senior administrators

and faculty members. Bitting, in-its most fully developed form, expresses a

self-characterizati9n 6f an, institution completely dedicated to 'growth access'
.

and the most efficient allocation of resources. Texting is closer to the fac-

ulty desire to sustain some of the traditional ideals of the liberal,artS and

their concern that the institution recruit the type of students they are most

prepared to teach. Seen in this way the choice between bitting and texting

is another expression of the fact that community colleges have'lost their way

and require a new educational vision which can be expressed in their curric-

ulum and organizational structure.
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Richardson's analysis has already generated unich,admiration and controversy,
.5

S a
calling attention as it does to the long standing and tecitly'held-assumpeion. ,1

that administrative and policy decisions are mostly nentrat'tp'the actual class,-'
,.. , . 0, 5

room experience of teachers and students. Still, one itight, reagnibly "04.khOw.'''''. .

strong the relation they have uncovered really is, whether the 4,rrelations

chart causes or whether those correlations themselves reveal 4er 'onitural

influences. To sharpen that question just a bit, why should lit te,

stance, that the rationalization of the curric4um, should be even imaginable as

a mere collection of discrete, self-contained and largely self-legitimated

three credit courses?, Why ihould studentitiachergotiations have taken the

form of movement ay from literacy and toward memOrization? 't4y'should even

literacy Ue spoken of as a set of skills culminating at the highest level as

the *bility to "analyst" (break into bits),arid/or".syntheSize" (build outof:

.bits)? We believe that the answer to these (iVetioAs can only be that the.:
fa

eduational establishment is deeply coltimitted the largeiY::unartitulated

view that education,consists primarily in the acquirtng,Of knowledge and that

knowledge is best! understood as informatidn. The prevalence of that standard

epistemology is exilibited in Richardson's typologies of both student motivation

and teaching styles, each of which lines up, primarily with, respect to questions

of the utility of information. We suggest, then, that a deeper understanding

of what' drives curricula down the. "bitting" path would include an ethnography

of knovledge', an analysis of how We as a culture have come to representeduca-

tion to ourselves and'how that conception becomes embedded in our institutions.

Associated with the readings of knowledge as information, for*Instance, is

the fairly standard oppositidn of knowledge with values or attitudes. That

oast COPY AVAILABLE
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dichotomy, however, proves to be a blunt instrument with which to understand

the rich differences the team uncovered between the regular academic program,

the vocational programs and the developmental courses. The standar4typology

forces the analysis to be run in terms of the coincidence of faculty and stu-

8

dent goals whereas the mere description of the program activities seems to sug-
.

gest much more strongly that the practices of the classroom or the shop form

students as practitionets or as citizens. The implication for the academic class-

room are devastating. Unless knowledge and values occupy conceptually perfec-

tly insulated real ms, :as the positivists would have had us believe, the attempt

to force that model onto, ducation, or the retence that classroom and other

educational activities are "value neutral" does more than fuel a beneficient

pluralism; it allows s, practically forces us, to take students who are un-

formed by academic standards, who have never learned the standard set of aca-

demic norms, attitudes, and behaviois, and insist that that fact about them

doesn't matter since, after all, knowledge and the method of acquiring know-(

ledge is neutral with respect to their cultural ensemble.

Probably, Literacy in the Opdn-Access College is the community college
.r

book of the eighties; it will provide the terms of the conversation in which

policy issues will be discussed for the next several years. Aside from the

4 explicit policy forks it presents, practitioners at all levels within community

colleges will find dark implications for their enterprise, But they will also

find a vocabulary in which to express the crisis and a theoretical framework

in which to couch the burgeoning twin movement for staff development and

curriculum reform--wherein lies the hope we_ have of keeping alive the dream
,

of the democratization of higher education.



Table 2. Promoting Critical Literacy: Policy Alternatives.

Policy
Area

"Bitting"
Less Use of Critical Literacy

"Tex tint"
More Use of Critical Literacy

Admission and
Placement

Financial
Assistance

Educational
Program

Course
Designations

Program for
Remedia Lion

Promotion of
Academic
Progress

Faculty
Conditions

Recruit actively. Seek new clientele. AdMit all who
apply, with enrollment permitted in any course for
which there is no quota (for example, nursing). .

Keep all students eligible for as much assistance as
possible for as long as possible through credit for
basic skills, liberal interpretation of regulations, and
easy withdrawal policies.
Design program to Offer "all things to all people."
Seek to emphasize community rather than college.
Avoid setting priorities.

Labelcourses to maximize funding potential. Place
burden on transfer institutions and state agencies to
disprove course status. ,

Emphasize courses and services described as develop-
mental and administered by a separate tInit. Include
goals suth as socialization having equal status with
the remediation of academic deficiencies.
Facilitate continuing enrollment by liberal with-
drawal regulations and nonpunitive grading. Define
achievement as grade -paint average for courses com-
pleted and surveys of student satisfaction, as well as
reports on selected individuals.

Use part tithe instructors extensively as a strategy
for expanding services despite resource constraihts.
The ratio of full-time faculty to stindents justifies.
neglect of advisement and orientation procedures.

a defined level of quality within the limits of existing
or probable resources. Emphasize degree-oriented
occupational or transfer programs.
Label courses according to the objectives and academie
experience of those for whom they are designed.

Emphasize remedial courses in academic skill areas
administered by related depirtments. May include
support services such as tutoring and study skills
courses.

Recruit selectively. Admit all who apply with high
school equivalency, with enrollment limited to
courses that match student reading, writing, and math
skills.
Limit eligibility to students making defined progress
toward a degree or certificate according to some
acceptable time frame.

Limit to programs and courses Mat can be offered at

Require students to qualify for regular status in a de-
gree or certificate program within some limited and
specific period of time. Require defined progress
toward achieving educational objectives. Define
achievements as completion of defined sequence with
minimum grade-point average in required courses. Use
standardized or teacher developed examinations of
academitachievernent.
Limit usi of part-time instructors to the coverage of
enrollment fluctuations or where necessary skills can-
not be obtained in a full-time faculty member. Full-
time instructors expected to provide sound student
advisement.
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